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What is the CBQZ app? Where do I find it?
● Web based app useful for question writing, coaching and conducting 

quizzes
○ once “Material” page is loaded you do not need internet access to run it
○ switching to other screens or running “Quiz Room” require internet 

● cbqz.org/app
○ Create user name, password



How can the CBQZ app help me?

● search the quizzing material quickly and easily 
● find word counts and instances 
● determine which verse a quizzer is quoting from 
● check the question given to determine its type 
● find jump points
● run quizzes at practice *high level of technology comfort necessary*

● write questions 



Getting around the CBQZ app

click “Material”



CBQZ app 
Color Scheme

BLUE     -  key words

RED        -  key to that chapter

GREEN  - 2 word key phrase 
          (often the 2nd word    
            of the phrase is 
            already blue or red)



Using the CBQZ app to search

Type 4 or more 
characters to start 

the search -ignores 
case, punctuation, 
and spacing unless 
you click "Exact". 

To search for less 
than 4 characters, 
type it in and click 

"Go". 

Verses will have 
brackets indicating 

where the match 
was found. 

Search by 
chapter and 

verse number 
in drop down 

menus

Highlights 
verse chosen

Scroll up and 
down through 

chapter



Helpful Hints

Click the verse 
reference 

to be taken to 
that chapter in 

the material



Helpful Hints

select some 
text of a verse 

and click 
"Find"and it 

will run a 
search for you

(also displays the 
# of occurrences of 

that phrase - the 
“2” behind the 

“Find” Key, 
and displays those 

verses)



Helpful Hints - "Enter Reference" button 

Don't need to type a 
full reference: 

To go from Acts 13:35 
to verse 2, type "2". 

The computer will assume you mean 

verse two of the current chapter. 

Type "1:12", it will 
lookup Acts 1:12. 

Type "3 4" it will 
lookup Acts 3:4. 

With multiple books:  1 Cor. 2:5, type “1 2 5”; Gal./Eph./Phil./Col. type “g”, “e”,  “p” or “c” before numbers “g 3 12”



Checking questions to determine type

CVR - According to Acts, 
chapter 2, verse 19, I will 
what?

Question given by quizzer: 
I will show what?

“I will show” appears in 3 
chapters but only once in 
chapter 2 so they have 
given a CR question, not a 
CVR and are incorrect.



Using the Quiz Room - preparation

1. Import question set
(click “Manage Question Sets” on 

the “Main” page)

2. Choose file and import. 
(Follow instructions at the bottom 
of the screen to change the church 
question set spreadsheet sent out 
by the executive and save as CSV)

3. You now have the 
question set 

available on the 
“Main” page.



Using the Quiz Room - set up

1. Choose correct quiz program, 
material set and question set. 
(Fun fact: question counts appear at the bottom 
of the screen when question set is chosen)
2. Click “Quiz Room”
3. Set parameters,
chapters, 
weighting

add quizzers 
names

choose 
which 

chapters 
to quiz on 

and 
optional 
chapter 

weighting

“Official Quiz” to start right away
“Self-Practice” answers will stay hidden 

till you click “show” to test yourself
“Save for Later” prepare ahead of time

set question 
distribution

4. Click “Generate Quiz”



Using the Quiz Room - Quiz!

Look-up 
words to 

determine 
which 
verse 

they’re 
quoting 

from.

Click 
quizzer’s 
name to 
start timer.
Click 
“correct” or 
“error” to 
apply points 
and go to 
next 
question. 

Replace 
questions 
with same 
or different 
type



Question Writing

● Sort questions already imported. 

● Write questions for quiz practice.

● Make a list of a certain question 

type and quiz yourself.



Thank you!


